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BRITAIN IN 1951 
POLITICS 

Three key turning points during this period 

 1951 election > start of 13 years Conservative rule

 1979 election > start of Thatcher dominance lasting 11 years

 1997 election > start of New Labour dominance (so far 13 years)

1951 saw end of Labour and Attlee in government – had achieved all promises outlined in 1945 election manifesto and legacy remains 

for (arguably) twenty years.  Impact on society and politics until mid 1970’s despite Conservative dominance, and Welfare State and 

NHS continue to date. 

1951-1997 – Conservatives ‘natural party of government’ for 35 of the 46 years.  Labour Party showed a mentality of an opposition 

party rather than governing party (even when in power) until Blair arrived. 

Two party electoral system 1951 onwards: Labour and Conservatives enjoy near total dominance of politics.  Due in part to the FPTP 

electoral system effects as well as the insignificance of Liberals, lack of parliamentary support for nationalists, and negligible impact 

of other smaller parties.   

Rise of consensus politics – political gulf between major parties narrower than ever before.  Labour moderate and patriotic (not 

extreme socialism as expected) and key policy makers in Conservatives were ‘One Nation Tories’ (reformist) keen to build on national 

cooperation to maintain an essential post war consensus. 

ECONOMY 

Contradictions: a curious mixture of difficulties and decline versus optimism and growth 

Huge difficulties – damaged infrastructure, saddled with massive debts, pre-war markets lost, old staple industries in decline, Britain 

reliant on US to begin economic recovery, key industries (coal, steel, rail) had been nationalised by Attlee (hopes of faster 

modernisation), many consumer goods scarce and expensive, rationing only just coming to an end.  Britain sliding down the league 

tables of the world economy 1951-2007 – economic growth slower than competitors, successive attempts by British governments for 

economic modernisation (improve productivity, competitiveness) were never fully realised. 

Optimism – still one of leading economic powers in world, British companies still at forefront of key sectors (oil. Chemicals, shipping), 

British firms major manufacturers and exporters, other European competitors had suffered more during the war.  Living standards 

were rising, people better dressed, owned more consumer goods.  By 2007 ‘poverty’ very different from version in 1951. 

SOCIETY 

Most towns and cities dominated by heavy industry, female employment restricted to mainly single women, and shortages of 

consumer goods.  Sense of national unity fostered by war years, however class divisions remained clear cut. 

NORTH-SOUTH divide easy to recognise with Establishment dominating public life     

 property owning middle class lived in the suburbs voting Conservative

 areas of heavy industry (e.g. north, West Midlands) saw working classes living in urban areas close to factories, loyal to TU’s,

generally voting Labour.

Social mobility had been increased by some extent by impact of war but Britain remained very class conscious and deferential 

society – class system had to break down. 

FOREIGN POLICY 

Deceptive position in the world 

 Outwardly: still a world power: part of the Grand Alliance that had won the war, possession of a great empire, pride of war

victory amongst public, 1 of 5 permanent members of the UN Security Council, key ally to US in Cold War (e.g. Korea), vast

stretch of Navy, independent nuclear power, British expectation to remain at the ‘top table’ of international affairs
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• France’s veto prevented Britain's next application in 1967.  

 

BRITAIN BY 1964 

 Key world commitments included: 1949  - part of NATO with troops in West Germany, Douglas Hurd argues this was a prop 

which allowed Britain to ‘punch above its weight in the world’, 1951 – involved in Cold War, British troops fighting in Korean War 

as part of UN 

BRITAIN AND AMERICA 

• Burgess and Maclean affair (British spies who had given secrets to the Soviets) – ‘special relationship’ under strain.   

• Britain tiring of American pressure to join EEC compounded by the adverse affect the Suez Crisis had on this friendship 

• Overall – Britain and US remained close allies in the Cold War 

• 1963 Test Ban Treaty (nuclear weapons) showed strength of relations between Wilson and JFK as well as Britain still holding its 

own at the top table 

But! 

• Militarily overstretched – problem for Wilson in 1964 

• Dependent on US power – shown by dependence on American Polaris submarine weapons system in 1960 

• ‘Britain punching above its weight’  - Douglas Hurd  

By 1964 

• Rowe argues most significant change in Britain’s world role was the Empire and Commonwealth 

 Key steps in disengaging from colonial responsibility 

 Independence to: Ghana to Cyprus to Singapore 

 Commonwealth seemed to be thriving but legacy of imperial past hard to shake off e.g. Falklands, Rhodesia, Hong Kong 

• Future Policy Study 1960  

Historical opinion: 

• ‘Britain had lost an empire and not yet found a role’ - Dean Acheson  

 

POTENTIAL EXAM QUESTION: ‘The foreign policy failures of British governments in the years 1951 to 1964 were due to a lack of 

realism about Britain’s post-war world.’  Assess the validity of this view. Again this is only a suggested structure!!!! 

 

Factor 1: Lack of Realism/Opinion within Britain led to foreign policy failures 

• Opinion slow to recognise Britain’s reduced role within the world – attitude delayed Britain’s involvement in European integration 

until 1973, anti-European sentiment in Britain echoed in Labour and Conservatives 

• Failure to apply to EEC until 1961  - arrogance of Britain and anti-European sentiments  

• Suez Crisis 1956 – still acting like a colonial power in a modern decade 

• Imperial illusions meant failure to change attitudes and decolonise areas such as Africa until the ‘Wind of Change’ speech  

• Involvement in Cold War and money spent on nuclear weapons 

Factor 2: Economic and Military Overstretch led to foreign policy failures 

• Damage post WW2 meant that it could no longer afford Empire (e.g. Had agreed to pay India it’s war costs of £1200 million) 

Debt of 454 million- Attlee government and welfare state – need to finance recovery at home (shift in emphasis) 

• Discuss financial problems in Britain (stop-go, run on the sterling etc) – would have to retreat from Empire and turn to Europe 

• Economic miracles that occurred in Japan and Germany impacted upon Britain’s economy.  

• Suez Crisis – not strong enough to stand to America as it was plunged into a  serious financial crisis 

• Cost of defence spending and building a nuclear deterrent meant that it could not afford certain policies e.g. Blue Streak 

project 

• De Gaulle knew that Britain was economically declining and so concerned about GB joining the EEC 

Factor 3: Rise of nationalist intentions led to foreign policy failure 

• Britain found itself fighting colonial independence movements became harder and harder to contain 

• Malaya, Kenya, and Cyprus – unexpected rise of groups meant that defence spending continued to escalate  e.g. Mau Mau 

Rebellion 1952 
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THE FALKLANDS FACTOR 

Thatcher was one of the most unpopular PM’s ever in 1982 (27% opinion polls) > Unemployment at 3 million, disturbances rumbled in 

inner cities, and Thatcher’s attacks on local councils were causing concern 

SDP Liberal Alliance popularity was increasing and a genuine fear existed that they could defeat Thatcher in 1983 

TURNING POINT....... 

The political landscape of 1982 was then  

transformed by the Falklands victory 

Outcome: 

1. Domestic politics, Thatcher’s  

       previously unpopular government soared 

       in opinion polls – it was the  

      springboard to her 1983 election victory 

2. Grass root Conservative activists were  

galvanised 

3. Thatcher gained self confidence and began  

to dominate the party in a way she had never done 

 before 

4. Gained support of press 

5. Patriotic national mood took must people, including  

press > ‘The Empire strikes back’.  This was in contrast  

to feelings in the 1970’s that Britain international  

position was in miserable decline. 

6. The Special Relationship was strengthened – Britain  

could not fight a war 8000 miles away without the  

use of US bases.  The Americans gave the green light and the personal ties between Thatcher and Reagan became even 

stronger. 

7. Negatively, it was suggested the Falklands diminished relationships with Europe and Thatcher attracted criticism for trying to 

make out that the Falklands was a WW2 style victory 

 

DIVISIONS IN THE LABOUR PARTY 

• Between 1979 and 1983, the Labour Party came close to political oblivion.  Internal divisions kept in check by Wilson and 

Callaghan spilled over. 

• Press coverage of the party was almost universally hostile. 

• Thatcher proved to be a stronger PM than anyone thought. 

• The rise of the Liberals again meant there was another option to the voters. 

 Whole sections of Labour’s traditional political support began to leak away.  

 Some Labour voters became ‘Thatcher Conservatives’, while some voted Liberal. 

 Some became apathetic and this cost Labour dearly in 1983. 

• Key personalities broke away to found a new SDP PARTY IN 1981. 

= led to a massive defeat in 1983, much worse than 1979 > share of the vote plunged to only 27%, 10% down on 1979. 

• Only the first past the post system saved Labour losing massive numbers of seats > People were still talking of further decline.  

 

EMERGENCE OF THE SDP: 

• The Social Democratic Party 1981 founded by a gang of leading Labour politicians (these MP’s seen as traitors) 

• They were: Owen, Jenkins, Williams and Rodgers. 

• View: felt they had been driven out of the Labour Party and that it was now run by extremists.  They wanted to find the centre 

ground (based on Limehouse Declaration).  BBC Dimbleby lecture, Jenkins put forward the idea of a new centre party that would 

break away from the mainstream. 

Summary diagram
REASONS FOR WAR

•Disputed sovereignty over the islands
•Failure of leaseback proposal
•Argentinian invasion August 1982

MRS THATCHER’S RESPONSE
•Sovereignty no longer negotiable
•A matter for the UK not UN to decide
•Democratic right of islanders to be 
protected 
•Task force dispatched
•Exclusion zone imposed
•Ordered sinking of Belgrano

OUTCOME OF MILITARY STRUGGLE
•Naval supremacy gained
•Islands retaken by task force
•Islands permanently garrisoned 

POLITICAL OUTCOME
•Upsurge in Thatcher’s popularity in 
country at large
•Wrongfooted the opposition
•Prepared the way for 1983 election 
success 
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she had a polarising effect on politics,  rather than her policies. 

• Memory of Thatcher haunted the party for another 15 years after her fall – she did not disappear quietly and there  

were plenty of times when she would tell Major how to steer the government 

• Remember! Thatcher never got more than 44% of the popular vote (1979); she did not notably increase the Conservative vote; 

and in fact only gained 42% in 1983 and 1987 despite a very weak opposition  

There are 3 opinions regarding the legacy of Thatcher: 

1. A period of ‘revolution’ – beneficial and basically needed to bring Britain out of an economic ‘malaise’ 

2. Time of social and political upheaval which damaged British manufacturing and gave rise to Delboy/Loadsofmoney deregulatory 

culture which is impacting so badly on 2009/2010 Britain? 

3. No ‘revolution’ at all – just a period of failure to transform Britain  

Conclusions and paradoxes…… 

• On entering power, Thatcher intended to bring harmony.  There was plenty of change but it involved confrontation not harmony – 

there were riots at the start, middle and end. 

• A survey by the LSE showed that expenditure on the Welfare State was 1/3 higher in real terms 1987-8 than it had been in 

1973-4 – ironic for someone who wanted to cut back government expenditure 

• She left Britain more of a welfare state  than an enterprise culture 

• Even though she was a Conservative she attacked most of the traditional values and institutions 

• She was destroyed partly by her own party – an ironic “enemy within” 

• Her Bruges speech could not hide the fact that Britain had become more attached to Europe than at any other time 

• Her unyielding style was to keep the Conservatives out of power for another 12 (13?) years 

• Instead of a slimmer state she interfered and local government finances were virtually centralised 

• There was little or no industrial recovery, north-south divide remained 

• Instead of proper investment for economic modernisation, much of the profits from the North Sea Oil went on fuelling the 

consumer boom 

• Despite years of a radical doctrine, the result was John Major – a centrist and conciliator – and the arrival of New Labour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ASSESSING THE LEGACY                                                    

Was Thatcher a great PM?                                                                 

 Yes: transformational leader who ‘changed everything, a great PM who saved the nation from disaster at home and restored Britain’s 

pride abroad 

POLITICAL 

 Never more than 44% popular vote, did not notably increase total Tory vote, 42% 1983&1987 despite weak opposition 

 Minimised the political threat of trade unions during the Miner’s Strike which had been holding governments to ransom since Wilson.  Ability for TU’s to 

intimidate government had gone forever 

 Opened the door for females in politics 
 End consensus which had allowed Britain to slip into harmful social and economic habits.  It was false economic and bad social practice Thatcher arrived 

and outwardly rejected this, including criticising Heath.  This  heralded a change that the electorate needed. 
 Clipped the wings of leftist local councils – 1986 Local Government Act abolished big metropolitan local authorities increasing central power 

 Conservatives enjoyed power for 18 years 

 Successive governments continued her policies  - Major and Blair 

 Centralisation: talked about too much government at 1986 conference but Thatcher could not resist interefering in all aspects of government 

HISTORICAL OPINION TO SUPPORT THIS VIEW 

 Sergeant: Lady Thatcher had a strong power of veto over whether any Conservative party policy fitted in with the most powerful myth in British 

politics.  She had become a personality cult. 

 Blair: Thatcher had a very defined political philosophy – rolling back the state, curbing TU power and putting the emphasis on the individual.  It was an 

inevitable reaction against the welfare state and a public sector which had become very large – a vested interest that was out of touch 

 Denis Thatcher: The whole situation in the Conservative Party today springs from that night when they dismissed the best PM Britain had had since 

Churchill 

 Howe: Thatcher was beyond argument a great PM 

 Thatcher: Well, there’s not much point being a weak and floppy thing in the chair is there?’ 

 Thatcher: As PM I could not waste time having any internal arguments 

 Waldegrave: That it was not clear in 1979 manifesto how radical she intended to be simply reflects the fact that it took her time to establish complete 

dominance.  That only came after the Falklands, after the 1983 election victory, and finally after the defeat of the miners 

 Clarke: her real contempt was for those Conservatives whom she called ‘wet’ 
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 Although Blair’s involvement in the Iraq war lost him some popularity, still regarded by electorate as outstanding choice among 

party leaders 

 Conservatives had supported the government’s decision on Iraq =  unlikely to gain from the mounting criticism of the war 

 Knowledge of economic and financial difficulties that were beginning to face Britain had not become widespread for it to count 

as a factor. 

 Despite Conservatives maintaining vote and slightly increasing aggregate support, they were still not able to make significant 

inroads into Labour’s lead 

 Conservative Party 3 different leaders within 2 years > did not sit well with public, regarded the Conservatives divided party 

lacking in confidence and unlikely to govern well.  The leaders they chose did not entice the electorate. 

 Role of spin doctors.  Blair by 2005 was experienced political operator who knew how to project his image.  Howard was a 

competent leader but he was no real match for Blair in the presidential-style campaign that the PM conducted 

 Brown had established the party as one of economic competence with a consumer boom and rising house prices and was still 

utilising this to gain popularity with financiers and the middle class. 

 Howard made a bad choice of issues on which to fight the election.  His emphasis on immigration and law and order, concerns on 

which his own record of dealing with them as Home Secretary in Major’s government was not impressive, proved something of an 

embarrassment.  

 

CONTINUED SPLITS IN THE CONSERVATIVE PARTY 1997-2007 

 Still fighting a ‘civil war’ 

 Missing key voters – lost middle ground 

 Thatcher still impacting on party 

 Sidelined and ineffective:  

NL had incorporated many Tory policies > hard to attack NL  

and occupied the traditional Tory stance  

 Outmoded - Stigmatised as a ‘nasty party’ out of touch  

with modern Britain 

 Hague as leader: only won because of few enemies and was Maggie’s  

preferred choice despite being inexperienced and no power base.   

Tory’s made mistake of not appointing best person to revive party, instead one least likely to cause rifts hadn’t realised they 

needed to change as a party so Hague had to drop his attempts at social inclusiveness and stay right wing 

LOST 2001 ELECTION >  

(a) Weaknesses of the Conservative Party – done nothing to appeal to middle ground, leader chosen backed down and not 

driven forward needed changes due to splits and tensions in the party, leader chosen was unknown to the public and lacked 

the charisma of Blair, average party member was 63 and male (in comparison  Labour’s ‘youthful’ image and Blair’s Babes), 

failed to use the opportunity of being in opposition to modernise the party,  main line was opposition to the Euro which failed 

to attract floating voters 

(b) Role of Blair (especially in comparison to other leaders)  - Blair’s continued personal popularity with the voters, laid stress 

on the improvements in the public services 

(c) Successes of the Labour government - perception that the government was handling the economy and foreign affairs 

effectively, trust in Brown as a prudent Chancellor of the Exchequer 

 Duncan Smith as leader: unknown.  Won because of negative voting against Clarke and Portillo  

(could have made party more centrist and electable), not because of any belief in his ability to  

lead the Conservatives back to power > same stagnation and death as Labour 1979-1983.  Ousted. Conservatives finally realise 

they need to change party not just leader to win voters back. 

 Howard as leader: chosen because he was able, experienced > chosen on merit (despite unpopularity) instead of likelihood to 

cause splits – a new attitude for the Conservative This change in attitude and therefore leader led to Howard performing 

strongly against Blair in the Commons, as well as improving party organisation and morale. 

= positive development with regard to criteria for choosing a leader BUT had not changed their attitudes in other, equally 

important ways > Party was still obsessed with Europe and still disunited  

Sacking of Duncan 

Smith a turning point! 

Attitudes towards the Conservative 
Party, 1997

Statement % respondents
who agree

A party that does not have a 
bright future

74

A party with very few new ideas 84

A party without a clear sense of 
direction

75

A party that lacks strong leaders 81

An out of date party 77
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party system would 

give way to a 

‘fundamental 

realignment of British 

politics’  

 

than revolutionary!  Two 

party system has shown 

great tenacity! 

Only Labour or Conservative 

governments since 1951 

due to SDP/Liberals eating into traditional 

support. 

1990s growth of support for alternatives 

such as UKIP, BNP saw Conservative 

position challenged. 

Rise of support for nationalist parties in 

Wales, Scotland, Ireland, and rise of 

pressure groups/extra parliamentary 

groups ate away at Labour/Conservative 

support  

Labour revived in the 1990’s, 

Conservatives have again 

recovered and clawing back 

ground. 

Liberals challenged at key points 

including 2005 election but FPTP 

system and drop in support has not 

led to victory. 

Nationalist parties have had 

successes but not enough to 

become a dominant force. 

1951 part time 

occupation. 

News was slower – 

take a few days 

before it hit Sunday 

papers. 

Politics regarded as 

upper 

class/establishment 

composition. 

Labour was working 

class, Conservatives 

were upper class. 

2007 –few have had a career 

outside politics.  Sole 

occupation. 

News is instant as the speed 

of response. 

Social revolution in politics 

more open to different 

classes/genders/races but 

inequalities still prevail 

 

Role of press: 24 hour news culture meant 

that it was necessary to respond every day 

and immediately to events as they occur – 

no longer time to mull things over!  

Accession of Blair saw daily response to 

news stories, by departure response given 

at morning, lunch and noon! 

State school educated Heath and Wilson as 

PMs. 

Thatcher moved Tories further away from 

‘knights of the shire’ image, Blair doing the 

opposite from Labour. 

Approach of leaders became more informal 

and conversational to convey classlessness. 

Continue elitist/class nature of 

politics despite efforts – key 

politicians e.g. Blair (Oxford), 

Cameron and Boris Johnson (Eton, 

Oxford) are not reflective of this 

‘social revolution’ in politics  

 

Monarchy – Queen 

Elizabeth II regent 

1952. 

No desire to reform 

House of Lords. 

 

Queen Elizabeth II as 

regent. 

Continued desire to make the 

second chamber more 

democratic. 

 

Divorce and scandal within the royal family 

as well as increased speculation and 

scrutiny by press/public e.g. Diana/Charles. 

Stage 1 of HoL saw removal of all but 92 

hereditary peers. 

Wakeham Committee set forward 

recommendations but these are yet to be 

endorsed. 

 

Continued position and stance of 

monarchy a symbol of tradition – 

unchanged role, no lasting damage 

from scandals, still held in high 

regard shown by 2002 jubilee 

celebrations. 

HoL reforms little more than 

tinkering with 92 hereditary peers 

still in place. 

State trooping of colour looks the 

same as previous generations. 

 

ECONOMIC – period trying too hard to go up a downward moving escalator? 

 

1951 2007 Change Continuity 

Labour intensive 

factories.  Old 

industries important 

but beginning a stage 

of terminal decline.  

Source of income and 

community for many 

traditional areas. 

Decline and end of many old 

industries and communities 

e.g. central belt of Scotland 

with no more collieries, steel 

plants and car factories that 

had dominated since pre-

1980’s.  Decline of seaport 

activity 

Impact of deindustrialization: landscape 

changed (mines closed) and closure of old 

industries . 

Increase in mechanization and computer 

operated machinery > change in production 

techniques, quicker and less labour intensive 

= decline in employment. 

More emphasis on financial services than 

industry 

Decline of economy throughout 

the whole period, unable to escape 

demise of industry and its 

consequences. 

North/south divide 

Local shops in villages. 

 

Rise of supermarkets, online 

shopping. 

Change in retail and shopping > globalization, 

online shopping, supermarkets, out of town 

shopping centres. 

  

 

Lower living 

standards, consumer 

goods a luxury 

Consumer goods common and 

necessity 

Increase in living standards and 

expectations – our necessities were our 

grandparents luxuries. 

North/south divide 
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